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Party System Change in Eastern and Western
Germany Between Convergence and Dissimilarity
Aiko Wagner

WZB Berlin Social Science Center

ABSTRACT
This paper compares the evolution of critical characteristics of the party systems
in Eastern and Western Germany since unification. While the institutionalisation
hypothesis implies that the party system in Eastern Germany should adjust
towards its Western German counterpart, the ongoing dealignment suggests
a loosening of party-voter-linkages and, ultimately, non-institutionalisation in
Eastern Germany and party system de-institutionalisation in Western
Germany. However, both hypotheses predict a convergence. Against the
backdrop of persisting regional differences in party strengths, a third
hypothesis assumes that Eastern and Western Germany still have two distinct
party systems thirty years after reunification. Using election results and
survey data since the 1990s, we inspect the development of five indicators of
party systems – volatility, vote-switching, electoral availability, fragmentation,
and differences in vote shares – in light of the hypotheses. There are three
main results: First, most of the indicators point to party system
institutionalisation in Eastern Germany and convergence to Western Germany
in the 1990s. Second, for the last 20 years or so, the indicators point to
parallel developments of dealignment and partial party system de-
institutionalisation. Third, regarding the specific parties and their vote shares,
there has been no convergence between Eastern and Western Germany.

Introduction

Eighty years ago, Schattschneider (1942, 53) apodictically stated that ‘(…)
modern democracy is unthinkable save in terms of the parties.’ Without
competing parties, citizens lack meaningful choices. Meaningful choices,
however, are a precondition for functioning political representation
(Wessels and Schmitt 2008). The plural – parties – refers to the necessity
of a party system, not just a single party. Mair (2015, 567) defines a party
system as ‘the system of interactions between political parties that results
from their mutual competition or cooperation’. Its critical elements can be
sorted into two groups – numerical properties like the number of
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competitors, the fragmentation and the volatility of the party system and
substantive properties which refers to the policy issues and policy dimen-
sions on which politicians compete and try to win electoral support
(Kitschelt 2013, 619f.; Niedermayer 2013).

Comparisons of party systems and their degree of institutionalisation
usually focus on numerical elements, in particular on fragmentation, social
anchoring, and stability (Casal Bértoa 2018). For comparisons within a
country, e.g. over time or between different regions, one can add an additional
perspective and ask whether the relevant parties are identical, or whether the
party system is nationalised (Caramani 2012). In this paper, we compare the
evolution of critical characteristics of the party systems in Eastern and
Western Germany at the federal level since unification.

Three hypotheses guide the study. First, according to the institutionalisa-
tion hypothesis, voters should have found their ideological or party-political
home after a period of orientation; an initially higher fluidity and fragmenta-
tion in Eastern Germany should therefore, over time, adjust towards the
(lower) level of Western Germany. Parallel to this (presumed) institutiona-
lisation process of electoral democracy in Eastern Germany, the last
decades have also been characterised by a loosening of linkages between citi-
zens and parties in the established democracies of Western Europe. The
descriptive hypothesis of ‘asymmetric convergence’ (Emanuele, Chiara-
monte, and Soare 2020) with a convergence of Eastern to Western
Germany is challenged by a second descriptive convergence hypothesis,
which, however, assumes that the formerly more stable party system of
Western Germany has become de-institutionalised and thus more similar
to Eastern Germany’s party system (convergence thesis Western to Eastern
Germany). In contrast to these two convergence hypotheses, however, a
difference hypothesis is also plausible: against the backdrop of regional
differences in party strengths, the question is whether East and West still
have two distinct party systems thirty years after unification.

In the next section, we will develop the argument and present the three
hypotheses. Section three gives an overview over the operationalisation
and data basis. Subsequently we will explain the five indicators used – vola-
tility, vote-switching, electoral availability, fragmentation and the differences
in vote shares – and inspect the results in the light of the hypotheses. Some
indicators point to a rather short period of party system institutionalisation
in Eastern Germany and convergence to the level in Western Germany after
1990. For the last 20 years or so, however, most indicators point to parallel
developments of dealignment or even party system de-institutionalisation.
Then again, with regard to the specific parties and their vote shares, there
has been no convergence between Eastern and Western Germany. A con-
clusion discusses these findings in view of the question regarding the devel-
opment and current state of the German party system(s).
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Party Systems in Eastern and Western Germany – Three
Hypotheses

After reunification, there were two notable developments. First, the insti-
tutions of the pre-1989 Federal Republic were transferred to the new
federal states. Second, the parties and the party system were also largely
adapted from Western to Eastern Germany. Thus, after the merger of
Bündnis 90 and the West German Greens, the East essentially had the
same parties as Western Germany, with the exception of the PDS. One
could therefore expect that, in the coming years, the Eastern German
party system – especially the political competition between the parties, its
stability, and the parties’ vote shares– would come to resemble the
Western German party system. Thus, according to this thesis, following a
transformation and adjustment phase, the SPD and CDU as the major
centre-left and centre-right parties would also become the most relevant par-
tisan actors in Eastern Germany, dominating politics in coalition constella-
tions similar to those in the West. The party system in the eastern federal
states would become ‘an extension of the party system from the West
(with the addition of the PDS)’ (Dalton and Jou 2010, 35).

These assumptions and expectations about party system stabilisation and
voter alignment are based on findings from comparative party system
research. Party systems in young or new democracies develop a stable pro-
grammatic basis after a couple of elections. Initially, the parties and party
systems are not programmatically oriented; they also tend to be weak and
locally oriented. Only later do the parties develop a stronger programmatic
and nation-wide orientation. Weßels and Klingemann (2006) found that
after the democratisation of 1990, programmatic competition emerged in
the party systems in Central Eastern Europe over time. Tavits (2005)
observed that volatility initially increases after regime change. She also
observed that it took about a decade for this trend to reverse and the volatility
of the party system to decrease.

The underlying mechanism is the institutionalisation of the party system.
Institutionalisation consists of the genesis of partisanship, the decline of elec-
toral openness of the voters and the stabilisation of the dimensions and pat-
terns of political competition (Dalton and Weldon 2007). Previous studies
primarily analysed partisanship and volatility (Mainwaring and Mariano
2006; Brader and Tucker 2008). Electoral openness of the citizens or, from
the perspective of campaigning parties, the availability of votes, has been
less analysed in depth so far. If party system institutionalisation consists of
emerging partisanship and individual-level party identification, this
process implies that citizens find a partisan home and stable party-voter
alignments come about. Wagner (2017) showed that partisans are less
open to other parties. Thus, an institutionalised party system corresponds
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to lower levels of availability in the electorate. In the German case, this party
system institutionalisation is particularly plausible for the reasons mentioned
above referring to the transfer of Western German political institutions and
the most relevant actors – the political parties. Accordingly, we would expect
a convergence of Eastern and Western Germany. More precisely, this per-
spective implies an asymmetric convergence (Emanuele, Chiaramonte, and
Soare 2020), since the two regions are not expected to equally move
towards each other. Rather, the party system of one part of the country con-
verges to the other part.

However, from the perspective of international party system research,
German reunification took place in turbulent times. Two aspects are particu-
larly important here. First, together with globalisation and Europeanisation,
the change in the dimensionality of the political space is relevant: after
decades in which the ‘old’, socioeconomically oriented left-right axis was
dominant, the hitherto secondary axis of competition gained relevance.
This was connected to the shift in values in Western societies following
the 1960s (Inglehart 1990). This axis is less concerned with state intervention
in the economy or with questions about the level of taxes and the extent of
redistribution and the welfare state. Rather, it refers to the confrontation
between the Green-Alternative-Libertarian and Traditional-Authoritarian-
Nationalist poles (Hooghe, Marks, and Wilson 2002). This dimension also
encompasses the issues of internationalisation, globalisation and Europeani-
sation (Kriesi et al. 2008).

This shift has changed the structure of political competition: the parties
now compete in a two-dimensional policy space (Dalton 2018; Kitschelt
1994; Rovny and Whitefield 2019). Second (although not unrelated to the
first point), German reunification occurred at a time of increasing dealign-
ment, the loosening of ties between citizens and parties (cf., e.g. Franklin,
Mackie, and Valen 1992). Increasing individualisation and the decline of tra-
ditional cleavages, including the declining relevance of the supporting organ-
isations (especially churches, trade unions, etc.), are associated with the
weakening of citizens’ socio-psychological ties to political parties. This
results in an increase in vote-switching and a higher volatility on the party
system level. Therefore, some researchers speak of a de-institutionalisation
of party systems in European democracies in recent decades (Chiaramonte
and Emanuele 2017, 2019; see also Hebenstreit this issue).

(Western) Germany is no exception in this respect: For example, the pro-
portion of citizens with party identification has declined in recent decades
(Dalton 2014) and partisan dealignment has progressed, which has resulted
in a decline in linkages between parties and citizens. Instead of, or in addition
to, the conversion of the Eastern German party system, the Western German
party system would consequently become more unstable and converge
toward the Eastern German party system in terms of stability and
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fragmentation. We would also observe asymmetric convergence, but in the
inverse direction: instead of Eastern Germany becoming more similar to
Western Germany, we would observe the opposite – Western Germany
would become more like Eastern Germany, analogously to what has been
observed in comparisons of Western and Eastern Europe (Emanuele, Chiar-
amonte, and Soare 2020).1

Thus, two contrary developments are plausible: on the one hand, wemight
expect the Eastern German party system to develop into a replica of the
Western German party system. Accordingly, stable partisanship develops in
the Eastern Länder, the patterns of competition between the parties converge,
voters find their political and partisan identity and are become less open to
other parties. Based on the results of comparative research, we can,
however, assume that party ties have loosened in Western democracies in
recent decades, that new patterns of political competition have been estab-
lished, and that voters have become more open to a variety of parties. If this
assumption holds, the expected alignment in Eastern Germany – the creation
of ties between citizens and parties and (also) the resulting convergence of the
EasternGerman party systemwith theWesternGerman party system –would
fail to materialise, as the expected alignment would enter a phase of general
dealignment. According to this view, the Western German party system
would undergo a similar trend and resemble its Eastern German counterpart.

Both scenarios assume convergence. However, there is another possibility,
namely that the differences between party systems in Eastern and Western
Germany remained even after the first years after reunification (Birsl and
Lösche 1998) and that a ‘regionally differentiated transfer of the West
German party system’ occurred (Saalfeld 2002, 126; also see Jörs 2003).

Even three decades after reunification, the assumption of no-convergence
between Western and Eastern Germany seems justified. For example,
research on political culture suggests that the different experiences in the pol-
itical socialisation phase may have led to lasting differences in Eastern and
Western Germany (socialisation hypothesis; see, for example, Finkel,
Humphries, and Opp 2001; Gabriel 2007; see also Pickel and Pickel this
issue). This enduring-differences hypothesis is also plausible in light of the
debate about the strongly differing successes of certain parties in Eastern
or Western Germany (Pappi and Brandenburg 2010; Abedi 2017, Arzheimer
forthcoming). The different electoral successes of parties in Eastern and
Western Germany and the persistence of these differences – driven primarily
by the strength of the Left and the AfD in Eastern Germany and the weakness
of the mainstream parties as well as Bündnis 90/Die Grünen and the FDP –
imply the existence of two different party systems. Should this apply, a
different party system than in Western Germany may have been institutio-
nalised in Eastern Germany and/or fragmentation may continue to be
higher in the East.
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In the following, we will empirically examine this tension between the
three possible paths of development: the (expected) institutionalisation of
an Eastern German party system along Western German lines at a time of
de-institutionalisation of West European party systems, and the possible
consequences for convergence and difference. Following this perspective,
this paper examines the three descriptive hypotheses suggesting party
system shifts in both Eastern and Western Germany since 1990:

H1: After a decade of transition, the party system in Eastern Germany institu-
tionalises alongWestern German lines: Party-voter linkages stabilise, fragmen-
tation decreases, and party diversity and strengths correspond to those in
Western Germany (convergence hypothesis I).

H2: Party system de-institutionalisation takes place in Western Germany.
Thus, the Western German party system converges with and resembles the
Eastern German party system: party-voter linkages dissolve, fragmentation
increases, and party diversity and strengths correspond to those in the East
(convergence hypothesis II).

H3: Party systems in Eastern and Western Germany remain different. The
institutionalised party system in Western Germany is characterised by stron-
ger party-voter linkages and less fragmentation, and the vote shares of the
parties differ.

Specifically, these hypotheses are less concerned with providing expla-
nations at the substantive level of party systems (Niedermayer 2013) – for
instance, relating to party positions (see also Hebenstreit this issue).
Results concerning the substantive characteristics of party systems and
their development can be found in studies such as Bräuninger et al.
(2020). In contrast, the hypotheses presented here refer to the numerical
properties of party systems. They are not deduced from a standing body of
theory but represent three equally plausible developments of the party
system(s) in Germany since reunification. To address these hypotheses, we
first empirically analyse the macro-level of party systems in Eastern and
Western Germany: we look at the vote shares of the relevant parties and
their volatility, fragmentation, and East-West deviations over time.
Second, going beyond existing analyses of party system institutionalisation,
we compare vote-switching behaviour as well as the underlying electoral
openness of voter markets, i.e. the availability of votes in the last 30 years.
These latter two indicators are aggregated micro-level indicators. The oper-
ationalisation as well as the advantages and disadvantages of each of the indi-
cators will be discussed in the next section.

According to the first hypothesis (party system institutionalisation), we
expect volatility, the share of vote switchers, and the electoral availability
of the electorate in Eastern Germany to decrease and to adjust to the
(lower) levels of Western Germany. The same is true for fragmentation:
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Hypothesis 1 would lead us to expect a decrease in fragmentation, volatility,
vote-switching, and availability in Eastern Germany. Furthermore, we expect
to see a decrease in vote share differences between Eastern and Western
Germany. In accordance with Hypothesis 2 (party system de-institutionali-
sation) volatility, vote-switching, electoral availability, and fragmentation
should increase in Western Germany leading to a convergence of the
levels in Western Germany to Eastern Germany. Vote share differences,
however, are also expected to decrease. Hypothesis 3 (differences) suggests
(a stability in the) differences in all five indicators – the differences from
the early 1990s are expected to endure. It is noteworthy to emphasise that
these three hypotheses do not make any normative claims about the indi-
cators. The question of whether an increase or decrease in, e.g. fragmentation
or availability itself facilitates representation or the quality of democracy is
beyond the scope of this article (but see Bartolini 2002 for a discussion).
Table 1 summarises the hypotheses.

By looking at all five indicators, we aim to provide new perspectives and
answers to the question of the convergence of party systems in Eastern and
Western Germany almost 30 years after reunification.

Data and Operationalisation

In this analysis of the party system change in Germany since reunification,
we rely on five measures: volatility, vote-switching, availability, fragmenta-
tion, and vote share difference. The first three indicators are logically con-
nected but still point to different aspects of a (potential) party system (de-
)institutionalisation. Volatility is the most used indicator for stability in
studies on party system institutionalisation (Casal Bértoa 2018). To
measure electoral volatility, we use the formula proposed by Pedersen (1979):

Volatilityt = 1
2

∑n
i=1

| pi,t − pi,t−1|,

where i stands for parties, p denotes a party’s vote share, and t indicates elec-
tions. Our data source is the Bundeswahlleiter (2018). Volatility equals the
net change in the parties’ vote shares between two consecutive elections (Bar-
tolini and Mair 1990).

Sometimes, however, volatility hides the true level of instability of a party
system. As Wagner and Krause (2021) argue, vote-switching is a necessary
but not sufficient condition of volatility. This implies that high levels of vola-
tility are always associated with high levels of vote-switching – if a party
system is very volatile voters are obviously not very strongly tied to the pol-
itical parties. But the opposite is not necessarily true. We cannot infer an
institutionalised party system and low levels of vote-switching from
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Table 1. Hypotheses

Volatility Vote-switching Availability Fragmentation
Vote Share
Differences

Hypothesis 1: Convergence East to West
(institutionalisation, West-East
transfer)

Decreasing in the East,
stable in the West

Decreasing in the East,
stable in the West

Decreasing in the East,
stable in the West

Decreasing in the East,
stable in the West

Decreasing
differences in party
strengths

Hypothesis 2: Convergence West to East
(dealignment, East-West transfer)

Increasing in the West,
reaching levels of the
East

Increasing in the West,
reaching levels of the
East

Increasing in the West,
reaching levels of the
East

Increasing in the West,
reaching levels of the
East

Decreasing
differences in party
strengths

Hypothesis 3: Persisting Differences Higher in the East than
in the West

Higher in the East than
in the West

Higher in the East than
in the West

Higher in the East than in
the West

Persistent differences
in party strengths
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observing low levels of volatility. If 100 voters of party A switch to party B
and 100 voters of party B switch to party A, the net volatility equals zero.
The result of many switching voters would be the same as if all voters
stayed with their former party. Consequently, according to the volatility
measure there is party system stability although vote transfers point to a
complete shift on the level of individual behaviour.

Voters whose retrospective and prospective vote choices differ are con-
sidered vote switchers ( = 1), and those with the same party choice in the
last parliamentary elections for the Bundestag are considered non-switchers
( = 0).2 For each election, the mean for Eastern andWestern Germany is cal-
culated (equalling the share of switchers). To obtain this information, we rely
on different sources. We used data from the German Longitudinal Election
Study (GLES) to calculate the values for 2017 and 2013 (Rattinger et al. 2017;
Roßteutscher et al. 2018). For the elections 1994–2009 we relied on esti-
mations presented in reputable German academic publications.3

Van der Eijk and Oppenhuis (1991) even go one step further and suggest
focusing on potential behaviour. Discussing the concept of electoral compe-
tition, they recommend analysing the voters’ inclination to vote for multiple
parties (see also Wagner 2017). This argument can be transferred to the
analysis of party systems: Even in situations of similarly low levels of vote-
switching there may be variance in the levels of the voters’ openness to mul-
tiple parties, i.e. the availability of the electorate. Consequently, availability is
a necessary but not sufficient condition for vote-switching: only if many
voters are available to a plurality of political parties, high levels of vote-
switching can occur. But even if there is a higher level of availability, this
does not automatically translate into higher levels of switching – maybe
only a fraction of the available voters change their party choice (cf.
Wagner and Krause 2021). Availability, then, represents the attitudes
beneath the electoral behaviour, the roots of observable vote-switching.
Availability points to the inclination of voters, vote-switching represents
the actual behaviour, and volatility represents the net effect for the strengths
of the political parties in parliament.

To measure individual-level availability, we use an operationalisation pro-
posed by Wagner (2017). According to him, a measure of an individual’s
availability on the electoral market must meet certain criteria. First, if a
citizen is similarly inclined to vote for different parties – i.e. if she has
similar Propensities to Vote (PTVs)4 for various parties – her availability
is higher, as she is undecided about who to vote for. This voter is therefore
approachable for different parties. Second, as the voters can cast a vote for
only one party in elections for the German Bundestag (the decisive second
vote), the measure should consider the differences of the PTVs of all
parties to the most preferred party. Third, higher levels of individual PTVs
imply a higher availability of an individual’s vote. Thus, the higher the
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respective PTVs, the higher the availability (if PTV1 = 1 and PTV2 = 0.9,
the availability score is higher than if PTV1 = 0.3 and PTV2 = 0.2).

Satisfying these criteria, individual electoral availability calculates as
follows:

Availabilityj =
∑N
i=2

1− ����������
PTVmax,j

√ − �������
PTVi,j

√( )
,

where j denotes voters, PTVi stands for the propensity to vote for party i and
PTVmax refers to the party the person has the highest inclination to vote for.
N denotes the number of parties. The measure ranges from 0 (available to
only one party) to N − 1 (equally available to all parties in the party
system; cf. Wagner and Krause 2021 for further discussion and a compara-
tive application).5 The data source for the Propensity to Vote survey items
are the European Parliament Election Study Voter Surveys (Schmitt et al.
1997; 2015; 2020; Van der Eijk et al. 1999; Van Egmond et al. 2013).6

For fragmentation, we calculated the effective number of electoral parties
(ENEP) based on the election results (vote shares provided by the Bundes-
wahlleiter (2018)). The formula proposed by Laakso and Taagepera (1979)
reads:

ENEPt = 1∑n
i=1 (p

2
i,t)

,

where, again, i stands for parties, p denotes a party’s vote share, and t indi-
cates elections.

The Difference Score between the vote shares in East and West represents
the different party strengths of the parties in the Bundestag. It is calculated
as:

Difference Scoret = 1
2

∑n
i=1

| pi,t, East − pi,t, West|,

with, again, i for the parties in the Bundestag, p for a party’s vote share (in
East and West, respectively), and t for elections. We will now turn to the
empirical findings regarding these five indicators in Eastern and Western
Germany since 1990.

Empirical Findings

Figure 1 shows the first measure of party system institutionalisation, vola-
tility. It corresponds to the change in the parties’ vote shares in a federal elec-
tion compared to the previous election. Evidently, volatility in Eastern
Germany decreases in the first ten years or so after reunification. The
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parties’ vote shares thus changed less from election to election, and the party
system stabilised. This can be read as a sign for institutionalisation. A com-
parison with Western Germany shows a convergence. In the 2002 federal
election, volatility in Eastern Germany was almost at the same low level as
in Western Germany, where it had remained largely constant since 1990.
This development speaks in favor of the hypothesis of party system institu-
tionalisation and convergence after about ten years.

The second period from 2002 to 2013 is characterised by an increase in
volatility in both regions. In Eastern Germany, volatility once again rises
to above 10 as early as 2005, while in Western Germany it does so in the
2009 election. The differences between Eastern and Western Germany
were small in 2009 and 2013. The increase in volatility, which is similar in
both parts of the country, speaks in favour of the hypothesis of convergence
in dealignment, for a similar degree of institutionalisation of the party
systems that are changing at the same pace.

In 2017, however, things changed. While volatility increased only slightly
in Western Germany, it reached an all-time high (over 20) in Eastern
Germany. The party system in Eastern Germany is thus undergoing
greater change than that inWestern Germany and shows stronger tendencies
toward de-institutionalisation. The difference line also shows that while the
first period is in line with the first hypothesis (institutionalisation) and con-
vergence, the course of the second period is more in line with the second
hypothesis of joint dealignment and parallel development. The third
period is more in line with the expectation formulated in the third hypothesis

Figure 1. Volatility in Eastern and Western Germany, 1994–2017. Data Source: Bundes-
wahlleiter (2018).
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of a difference between Eastern and Western Germany – the difference line
once again rises for the 2017 federal election.

The findings are similarly heterogeneous regarding vote-switching (cf.
Figure 2). In the 1990s, the share of those who said they voted for a
different party in the last election than in the current election was higher
in Eastern Germany (solid line) than in Western Germany (dashed line).
Since 2002, however, the proportion of vote switchers has been increasing
in both regions. In the 1990s, the share of vote switchers in Western
Germany was still about a quarter; in the 2000s, it rose to about 30
percent in both Eastern and Western Germany, and in the last federal elec-
tion it reached more than 40 percent. The gap between the different regions
narrowed slightly over time.

Again, these results do not support any of the hypotheses entirely. While
the 1990s is mostly in line with the institutionalisation hypothesis – the share
of vote switchers in Eastern Germany is approaching the lower level of vote-
switching in Western Germany – the development since 2002 is in accord-
ance with the dealignment hypothesis. The data does not support the differ-
ence hypothesis. Rather, the uniform trend in Eastern andWestern Germany
is noteworthy given the differences in volatility in 2017 mentioned before.
Although the share of vote switchers was about the same in both regions
in 2017, they cancel out to a greater extent in Western than in Eastern
Germany (due to two-way flows of voters). Thus, even in the Western
German party system, voters often switch parties; it simply does not translate

Figure 2. Vote-switching in Eastern and Western Germany, 1994–2017. Data Source:
Schmitt et al. (1997, 2015; 2020); Van der Eijk et al. (1999); Van Egmond et al. (2013).
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to the same extent into net changes in vote shares. These differences between
the measures highlight the usefulness of examining more than just volatility
– it is worthwhile looking at the behavioural level.

Regarding the hypotheses, two findings are especially noteworthy. In the
first years after reunification, the data is in line with the institutionalisation
hypothesis and a convergence of Eastern and Western Germany. In the
period that followed, we observe a co-evolution in line with the de-institutio-
nalisation and dealignment hypotheses.

In a third step, we examine whether behavioural intentions and incli-
nations also follow the developments described. Therefore, we look at the
development of electoral availability in Eastern and Western Germany
since reunification. As described above, this measure of electoral availability
depicts the openness or inclination of voters to vote for different parties. It is
based on the so-called Propensity to Vote (PTV) survey items and represents
the number of parties the average citizen is open to or, put differently, to how
many parties her vote is available. If a voter leans similarly towards a plurality
of parties, her vote is available on the electoral market. If, on the other hand,
a person considers only one party as eligible and does not view any other
party as a potential voting option, her vote is not available, it is beyond com-
petition. As this measure is based on survey data from the European Election
Studies (Voter Surveys), data points refer to the European Elections between
1994 and 2019.

As Figure 3 shows, the electorates in the Eastern (dashed line) and
Western (solid line) have become more available since the late 1990s, with
voters less tied to their highest-preference party and more open to other
parties. In the last two decades, availability increased significantly and was
over one-third higher in 2019 than in the 1990s. Again, the differences
between the two regions of the country hardly matter and are not statistically
significant in any year. There has never been a relevant difference between
the availability of voters in Eastern and Western Germany since reunifica-
tion. The comparison of Figures 2 and 3 shows that in the 1990s, West
Germans, given the same level of availability to multiple parties as East
Germans, were more likely to stay with their previously elected party, result-
ing in lower levels of vote-switching.

The findings for volatility and vote-switching show a convergence of East
and West until around the year 2000. This speaks mainly in favour of Tavits’
thesis of the institutionalisation of young party systems within about ten
years and for our first hypothesis. Since the 2000s, we observe an increase
in availability, vote-switching, and volatility in Eastern and Western
Germany. Only volatility differed again in 2017. Thus, the findings speak
in favour of the first two descriptive hypotheses: In the 1990s, the Eastern
German party system became institutionalised and thus aligned with the
Western German party system. This applies above all to volatility and
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vote-switching. Availability was already similarly high in the 1990s in Eastern
and Western Germany but did not equally translate into vote-switching.
Voters’ ties to a party had therefore already become weaker in Western
Germany in the 1990s as well. For about 20 years, all three indicators of
party system de-institutionalisation have been increasing – again quite simi-
larly in both regions.

Additionally, Figures 1–3 show the added value of analysing vote-switch-
ing and availability besides looking at volatility. Only the analysis of avail-
ability shows that the potential for party system de-institutionalisation has
been just as great in Western as in Eastern Germany since the 1900s; there
have never been any relevant differences since reunification. For vote-switch-
ing, a convergence of Western and Eastern Germany took place. However,
the changes in volatility in Eastern Germany are greater, and the differences
follow a U-shape: from greater differences to similarities to once again
greater differences.

The increase in electoral availability in both parts of the country correlates
with an increase in fragmentation. Fragmentation –measured as the effective
number of electoral parties (ENEP), i.e. the inverse of the sum of squared
vote shares – is shown in Figure 4.For Western Germany (dashed line),
there is again largely stability up to 2002 at a lower level than in Eastern
Germany (solid line). In Eastern Germany, the party system was always
larger – up to one ‘effective’ party – without any convergence taking place.
There was no party system concentration as in the early days of the

Figure 3. Electoral Availability in Eastern and Western Germany, 1994–2019. Data
Source: Schmitt et al. (1997, 2015; 2020); Van der Eijk et al. (1999); Van Egmond et al.
(2013).
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Federal Republic of Germany in the 1950s and 1960s. After 2002, the ENEP
values converged. Furthermore, fragmentation has increased in both regions
by 2017, reaching an all-time high for the FRG. The findings thus argue
against the first hypothesis of institutionalisation and in favour of the
second hypothesis (dealignment). Moreover, we see no support for the
third hypothesis in the development of electoral fragmentation (persistent
differences between Eastern and Western Germany).

Taken together, the indicators show stability in Western Germany until
the year 2002, while the values for Eastern Germany show an asymmetric
convergence. In Western Germany, however, the potential for change is
already present in the 1990s in the form of a similarly high electoral avail-
ability as in Eastern Germany. Since the beginning of the millennium, ten-
dencies toward de-institutionalisation in Western Germany became
obvious. Once again, asymmetric convergence occurs, but this time the
Western German party system becomes more similar to its Eastern
German counterpart. Additionally, the indicators point to a co-evolution:
In both regions, the proportion of vote switchers as well as fragmentation
increase, and the electorates became even more available.

However, similarly high volatility, comparable proportions of vote switch-
ers and available voters and a similar fragmentation of the party system do
not necessarily imply identical party systems. It is true that the relevant
parties at the federal level are the same in both Eastern and Western
Germany. In order to examine whether the German party system in East
and West can indeed be said to be converging with subsequent co-evolution,

Figure 4. Effective Number of Electoral Parties in Eastern and Western Germany, 1994–
2019. Data Source: Bundeswahlleiter 2018.
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the last necessary step is to examine the differences in the vote shares of the
parties in the Bundestag. Figure 5 shows the dissimilarity index, which is cal-
culated as the absolute sum of the differences in the vote shares of the parties
in the Bundestag in Eastern and Western Germany divided by two. Contrary
to the expectation of the convergence hypotheses H1 and H2, the dissimilar-
ity of party strengths increases until 1998 and, after a one-time drop in 2002,
fluctuates at about 20per cent. A differentiated analysis on the individual
party level in Figure 6 shows that until 2013 the disparity was mainly due
to the better results of the Left in Eastern Germany.

In 2017, however, it is the election results of the right-wing populist AfD
that differ most between Eastern and Western Germany. While the Left’s
vote shares in Eastern and Western Germany levelled up, the differences
in the AfD vote shares surged (see also Hebenstreit this issue). At the level
of specific parties and their vote shares in the two regions, then, we see no
convergence of party systems nearly 30 years after reunification. The devel-
opment rather speaks for the third hypothesis of persistent differences
between the two regions.

Conclusions and Discussion

How can we characterise the development of the German party systems in
the three decades since reunification? Was there an alignment of Eastern
Germany’s party system with the Western German model? Did the party
system in Eastern Germany become institutionalised? Comparative

Figure 5. Difference Index of Vote Shares between Eastern and Western Germany,
1994–2019. Data Source: Bundeswahlleiter (2018).
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findings from Central Eastern Europe for the first years after democratisation
support this expectation. It is particularly likely for the Eastern German case,
since the political parties were largely imported from Western Germany.
Therefore, after reunification the Eastern German party system should
soon have resembled the one in Western Germany. However, party system
scholars have also observed a trend toward less party system stability,
towards dealignment and possibly even party system de-institutionalisation
in the established democracies of Western Europe in the last decades. There-
fore, we could also expect the formerly stable party system in Western
Germany adapting to the not yet institutionalised party system in Eastern
Germany. Alternatively, the party systems in the two parts of the country
could remain different. This article explores these questions on the basis of
three hypotheses. Five indicators were analysed over time: volatility, vote-
switching, availability, electoral fragmentation, and the difference in the
vote shares of the parties in Eastern and Western Germany.

We observed similar trends for the first four indicators: In the first years
after reunification, there was an institutionalisation and stabilisation of the
party system in Eastern Germany. This is true for volatility, vote-switching,
availability, and fragmentation. As time progressed, it once more became
more fragmented and volatile, with voters more willing to switch their
party choice and their votes becoming more available on the electoral
market. The situation in Western Germany is only slightly different: After
a prolonged period of stability in the 1990s, party system stability decreases,
indicated by an increase in volatility, fragmentation, availability, and the

Figure 6. Differences in Vote Shares between Eastern and Western Germany by Party,
1994–2019.
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proportion of vote switchers. Comparing the present situation with the
1990s, we can conclude that the greater party system transformation did
not take place in Eastern Germany, but in Western Germany. This does
not imply, however, that this process was triggered by the reunification
and the party systems in Eastern Germany drove the developments in
Western Germany. Taken together, the findings are in line with both the
first and second hypotheses of convergence, but only in certain and
different periods. In the first ten to twelve years, the data tends to support
the first hypothesis of convergence by institutionalisation in Eastern
Germany; since then, the data suggests a parallel development or even a con-
vergence by stronger de-institutionalisation in Western Germany.

At the more detailed level of differences in the parties’ vote shares, both
convergence hypotheses predict a decrease of differences – the strength of
the parties would be similar over time in Eastern and Western Germany.
In line with the first hypothesis, we would expect the mainstream parties
CDU and SPD to establish themselves in Eastern Germany to the same
degree as in Western Germany. The second hypothesis implies the leftist
party Die Linke to have similar results in Western as in Eastern Germany.
In fact, however, the differences did not decrease. The vote share differences
increased during the 1990s and have remained at a high level ever since. The
three findings – 1) the differences (mainly due to the greater success of the
AfD in Eastern Germany in 2017), 2) the similarly high proportions of
vote switchers in Eastern and Western Germany, and 3) the higher volatility
scores in Eastern Germany – point to the fact that voters in Western
Germany are similarly available and switch to a similar extent as voters in
Eastern Germany. However, West Germans (still) have a stronger link to
the established parties.

In conclusion, we observe a shift inWestern Germany from the stability of
the old Federal Republic to more instability and fragmentation, whereas in
Eastern Germany we see only an initial formation of party system stability
in the 1990s, followed by an increase in fluidity and fragmentation. This
shows both institutionalisation and dealignment consecutively. In an East-
West comparison, the similarities of the party systems outweigh the differ-
ences. Nevertheless, the party constellations in Eastern and Western
Germany, which form the structurally similar party systems, are still
different. Based on the findings presented here, we can assert that the
party systems have undergone substantial transformations and the hyper-
stability of German party politics is certainly a thing of the past. It seems
possible to detect symptoms of de-institutionalisation of Germany’s party
system in the coming years. Thus, when studying German politics, we
must not disregard the potential consequences of party system de-institutio-
nalisation on the legitimacy and functioning of an established representative
democracy.
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Notes

1. Arzheimer (2017), however, shows that dealignment in Western Germany and
therefore the trend of loosening ties between parties and voters slowed down
in the last decade.

2. The equation for individual vote-switching is

Vote Switchingt = 1, Vote Chiocet = Vote Chiocet−1

0, Vote Chiocet = Vote Chiocet−1

{
, where t indicates

elections.
3. Specifically, the data source for 1994 is Zelle (1998), for 1998–2005 Hofrichter

and Kunert (2009), and for 2009 was Merz and Hofrichter (2013).
4. The question reads as follows: ‘How probable is it that you will ever give your

vote to the following parties? Please use the numbers on this scale to indicate
your views, where ‘1’ means ‘not at all probable’ and ‘11’ means ‘very prob-
able’’’. For simplicity, all PTVs are recoded to 0–1, with 0 = ‘no inclination
whatsoever’ and 1 = ‘very likely to give this party the vote’.

5. If a voter rates three parties equally high (PTV1 = 1, PTV2 = 1, and
PTV3 = 1), the availability score equals two (1- (1-1) + 1- (1-1)) 2. If
another voter has a clear party preference (e.g. PTV1 = 1, PTV2 = 0, and
PTV3 = 0), the availability score equals zero (1- (1-0) + 1- (1-0)) 0.

6. Consequently, the dates refer to the European Parliament (EP) elections. Using
data from EP elections might bias the estimates as EP elections are generally
said to be second-order elections. On average, there is lower turnout in EP
election and smaller and more radical (opposition) parties win more votes
than in first-order elections (typically national parliament elections). Thus,
availability might be higher when measured in the context of EP elections
compared to scores obtained for Bundestag elections. However, this potential
bias is the same for citizens in both parts of Germany, East and West. Thus, it
does not affect the differences and/or convergence of the two party systems.
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